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Swami’s Travels in India   

Power Journey With Harold’s Group to Tirupati 
Talk is in Tirupati, India 

October 3, 2009 

 

 

This Talk is in the Hotel Lobby just before going to Kalahasti. Swami is 
talking about Krishnadeva Raya, who was the King of the Vijanagar 
Empire in 1556. His Summer Palace is the building just to the 
Northwest of the Ashram in Penukonda) 
 

Swami:  Our next-door neighbor, Krishnadeva Raya's Palace, 
you're seeing it from our Mandir building. Krishnadeva Raya, he 
built that and also he's the founder of Hampi. Hampi and 
Penukonda, then Chandragiri, which is twenty, thirty minutes 
from here.  
Again where we're going (Kalahasti), you can see the most 
gigantic temple. You never, ever seen such an art and sculptures. I 
don't think they'll allow you to take the pictures, so take one of the 
Main Deities. 
And more beautiful is the Mother Divine statue. She's standing 
like huge, so you can see her from this much distance. You can see 
her eyes, they're kind of blue eyes, like real eyes. That is the beauty 
of that statue having that live.  
And Sri Chakra is there, and down you can see… two spots you 
need to observe: first you see her eyes and Sri Chakra, and again 
eyes and Sri Chakra - out!  
And one Police Officer is in charge of that. Hopefully we'll get the 
VIP treatment. That's why I came down. It's unusual because of… 
(Swami is doing something and everyone is laughing) It looks to the 
officials I need to be presentable otherwise it's too much sweating 
to me. Ooooo! Once I come back in my journey out —
sheeeeeeeewwwww - then I'll be in my Ramana Maharshi dress. 
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It's fine, I'm happy. No it's the official… once if I come, have to be 
in the protocol. So I need to be. I can't come like you guys. I know 
you like your dresses.  
As soon as… early we can start, less crowd will be there. Then we 
can have some time, sit, relax, then you can see all different Shiva 
Lingams are there, different, different, different, different Shiva 
Lingams. Each Maharshi saint, they put that from different power 
spots from all over India. Even Adi Shankaracharya he brought a 
crystal Shiva Lingam. I'll tell the story. 
For example, I pulled from the fire (refering to the Jvala Lingam 
Swami manifested the day before)… hopefully, the chocolate. It is 
also one object. Then it keeps coming…amrutha, Emerald lingam, 
Savarana Lingam in the water, and in the down cave one Shiva 
Lingam. So many Shiva Lingams are there, giving high vibrations. 
So you need to know the mechanism of Shiva, and you should 
really catch Tobias or Paul for the Telugu, to see the Shiva Lingam 
structure in the palm leaf book, how they wrote on it. You should 
really learn that. This is your program. This is your journey. You 
understand? 
What is a Shiva Lingam? Namashivaya. In the Shiva Lingam they 
put the layers… they dissected in the Shiva Lingam, they put the 
layers. In each layer what letter is hidden in it, the vibrations, the 
fragrance of the essence is hidden in it.   
I know many people cannot understand. Later on somebody can 
explain this. You understand? So are you ready to jump in the 
bus?  Go, ten minutes fast.    End of Talk 

Talk on the Bus later that afternoon on the return trip to Penukonda. 
 

Swami:  So, what is your experience of Lord Balaji at the Golden 
Temple?  
 
Student: Enthusiasm. 
 
Swami: On what? 
 
Student: On Lord Venkateshwara. 
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Swami: It's nothing but power object. Jesus Christ's cross is also a 
power object. On these roads, more than several thousands of 
times I traveled since my childhood days. I came for a reason… 
but we missed a lot of power spots, but we hit the major power 
spots in Tirupati. And I really want to show you the library of the 
old palm leaf books about Annamaya. But you will get that 
through the pictures, how it really looked. But comparison with 
his library, we have five times bigger library.  
How many people have not seen any palm leaf book in your life? 
No? Have you ever seen in the Jesus crucifixion, they used the 
elephant tusk after they put the sword, and they put the elephant 
tusk in his ribs?  Once we get back just you need to be little nag on 
me and I'll show you the palm leaf books and that elephant tusk, 
how they really stabbed him. You can see the blood. And we made 
a DNA test - it's real human blood, I'm not joking.   
You can see they built gigantic temple and they put one Shiva 
Lingam. Okay, let's say they put a Shiva Lingam inside. Out of 
that small rock, a Shiva lingam with cobras, elephant tusks, and 
spider underneath, and early morning they'll show you. Why they 
built that much big temple for that rock? They're not stupids, 
they're not crazy - they know the energy mechanisms, the soul 
mechanisms they know very, very, very, well.  
And also you should see the Shiva Yantra, how they drew the 
Shiva Yantra, layer by layer dissected it, and how they used it. It 
looks like a rock, Shiva Lingam, okay fine. But underneath, what is 
each part of the energy is playing. How it really implements the 
healing abilities to be as a healer. How to use that Shiva Lingam 
on the human kind in the nature? That is your Life Power Journey.  
Today you feel uncomfortable, tired, exhausted… “Forget it, let's 
go to Germany, I can't bear this anymore…”  
 
Students: NO! 
 
Swami: Be comparison I also used to feel when I was in Germany 
with the food—ooooh! At the meal they brought one big cup of 
red meat and salad. Oh, no way I can eat it! I'm not insulting. It's a 
part of your country and culture. Of course after that, I have my 
pickles and powders and I cooked my own rice and prepared my 
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dishes. See, wherever you go you need to adjust as much as you 
can that part of place and nature as much as you can, then it really 
helps. It really, helps. 
How many people really connected the Mother Divine here in this 
trip?  No, not in Kalahasti but in the Mandir, this time.  
 
Students: Nobody. 
 
Swami: Almost all I chose fourteen, fifteen people. Your Swami's 
going to connect Swami's soul. And how many people saw from 
the fire-pit the Shiva Lingam coming out? You really clearly saw 
it?  
 
Few Students: Yes, definitely. 
 
Swami: I used the water element and fire element and earth 
element, ash. Mixed it as a ball - ash ball. Then after that you can 
see in the video… first once took it, it was small, then it started 
growing. Then we took it out. That Lingam abhishek water, once 
you drank it and I gave the pin number, yes you're eligible to 
connect your master. And once you hold it, how the amrutha 
keeps flowing in your hand. Buckets of honey flowing on your 
hands, "What's this?" It's a spiritual magic.  
Is the mind hypnotize, heart hypnotize, soul hypnotize? Once you 
hit the soul hypnotize, what you cannot believe with your mind 
and heart, you start to believe with your heart, with your soul, 
then the journey starts. “Who are you?” Then the question mark 
will really start, “What is happening?” Then the question mark 
will start. It is a very strong punch to the soul in a beautiful way. 
Why? How is it possible? A magician does in his hands - 
spirituality does in your hands. That is the difference. That is the, 
difference.  
Today if you seen it, that huge gigantic Kalahasti Temple, they 
built it, and once that tiny Shiva Lingam is there. To that tiny 
Shiva Lingam they don’t need to create that amazing sculpture 
and amazing structure around it. They're holding it. They're 
holding the power. In the beginning, in front of that Shiva lingam, 
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Shiva's guru, also that priest's Guru, Dakshinamurti, they put him 
to sit there, "Wait, stay, no more energy to disappear." They put a 
cloth around me and they put the seeds on everybody. They 
blessed everybody, to each soul, to win the Shiva cosmic energy.  
Spirituality is a kind of homa, yagyam... It won't happen with one 
stick, it has to play its own game. It's a pure cosmic power. From 
Himalayas until to each Power Spot of Shiva, like that type of 
Shiva Temples, nine Shiva Temples in India exist. The first Shiva 
Temple is in Benares, Manasarovara, Sri Sailam, Gujurani, there 
are many jyoti lingams - all jyoti lingams. And one is also in 
Penukonda. One is also, in Penukonda. 
Then, once I teach you the mechanism of the Shiva process, then 
I'll be super happy to you guys and you need your dedication and 
inspiration and pure surrendity, then only you can learn it. It's 
important, otherwise no way. Even you spended forty years in the 
Himalayas, even you don't know the Himalayan pin number, the 
Shiva pin number - no!  And I’ll show you the pin number once 
we get back there and how to use that pin number and which way 
to use it. I'll explain it to you. Clear?  
 
Students: Thank you! 
 
Swami: Any questions? 
 
Student: What is the connection between Kalahasti and 
Penukonda? 
 
Swami: What is my name? 
 
Student: Swami Kaleshwar. 
 
Swami: Kaleshwar… Kalahasti… it is there already. It is already 
there. What else? 
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Student: In the bible they're describing some power object, 
whether there's a link to the Shiva Lingam? 
 
Swami: In the Vatican, whenever I went to the Vatican, there was 
a Shiva Lingam there. 
 
Zahira: She's saying, in the bible there's a description of some 
power object and whether this has a connection to that Shiva 
Lingam in Kalahasti? 
 
Swami: It's a purely linked with Shiva, who came back from three 
days later, it's nothing but between Mother and Shiva. Without 
their energy there is no way they can come out. Any physical body 
who came on earth, they have to use their channels. There's Shiva 
Lingams you can see in the Vatican. I have the pictures. Just I 
think I went couple weeks back, I went to Vatican. Two times I 
went to Vatican, I scanned, I took A-Z, and there are Telugu letters 
there. And in Jerusalem and Bethleham there is also Sanskrit and 
pure Telugu, is pure Telugu letters are there. I'll show you that.  
How come in the Church they have the Telugu and Sanskrit 
letters? There was a bridge before between India and Europe, now 
it's cut off. Again we need to refix it. We need to, fix it through 
your healing abilities. Without your healing abilities you cannot 
fix it. Talking nowadays doesn't work. A knife means it has to cut. 
If it doesn't cut, it's not a knife. Well, my knife is a little old and it 
won't cut anymore and it cut thousands of people before - nein, 
no. Kill the negativity, create the positivity, then talk. Then explain 
the mechanisms. Then prove it. Then explain the knowledge. Then 
the globe will hear you. You came eating, drinking, sleeping, 
eating, drinking, sleeping - that doesn't work. You wake up, 
eating, making money, problems, and sleeping, again wake up… 
same routine life. No. No!  
Create your spiritual journey, something… whenever you're very 
tired, when you look at your diary, when you look yourself, you 
have to see your face in your mirror, the mirror of the diary, “Yes, 
this much I did this.”  It's the most, most important.  Clear? 
 
Student: How do we kill the negativity? 
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Swami: You visited Balaji. You went to Kalahasti so it's already 
done.  
 

End of Talk 


